
 

  

 
 
Air System 
The Fusion Engine system is designed to operate with input pressure between 80 and 120 PSI using either HPA (High 
Pressure Air) or Nitrogen. A suitable air system will be required. This includes a compressed air tank, regulator(s), remote 
line and fittings. 
 

Preparation 
The Fusion Engine installs into the A&K M60VN and MK43 series with only minimal modification needed. If you are 
dropping an engine into a gun other than what the engine comes configured for, then you may need to reconfigure the 
engine for use in that gun. Since the length of the air nozzle generally varies per model, you will most likely need the 
specific nozzle for that make and model (e.g. A&K PKM). 

 
FEMG-M60 Installation 
 
 
MOSFET Removal 
 

1. Follow the standard disassembly steps to remove the original AEG gearbox and MOSFET. The MOSFET connector 
will need to be removed in order to allow proper clearance for the Fusion Engine.  
 

2. Separate the MOSFET connector from it base by removing the single screw and prying the two pieces apart. The 
connector is typically glued to the base so some effort may be required to separate the two pieces.   
 

3. Reinstall the connector base into the receiver. The base will be needed as a spacer for the screws securing the 
mounting hardware on the underside of the receiver.  
 

                      
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Air Line Exit 
A hole will need to be drilled/cut in order for the air line to exit the body just behind the pistol grip.  
 

1. Measure and mark 5/8” off the front face of the plate on the bottom of the receiver. 
 
2. Measure and mark the center of the receiver where the hole is to be drilled.  

 
3. Using a 0.265” bit, drill the hole through the receiver at your marked location. The edges will be sharp and should 

be deburred using a file or countersink on the inside and outside faces of the receiver.  
 

                      
 

Alignment 
There are two grub screws located on the bottom edge of the right side plate as well as two additional grub screws located 
on the face of the left side plate. These can be adjusted with a 5/64” hex drive to push off of the receiver and reposition the 
engine for proper alignment.   
 
 
Final Assembly 
 

1. The contact plate of the trigger snap switch should be bent to match the bend of the snap switch in the AEG’s 
original gearbox. It is best to do this modification before placing the engine into the guns receiver.  

 
2. Pass the wire harness through the side of the receiver so that it can be routed into the box magazine. You may 

need to twist the harnesses connector slightly in order for it to pass through the hole easier.  
 

3. Continue reassembling the gun using the standard assemble steps for that model.  
 

 
 

           



 

 
 
 
 
FCU Settings 
The M60 series does not have a selector to control fire modes. By default, the Fusion Engine will fire in semi only without 
input from a selector switch. 
 
Changing the FCU “Selector 1 Mode” setting from “S1:01” to “S1:00” will enable full auto fire.  
 

Velocity Adjustment 
There are two primary methods of adjusting velocity with the Fusion Engine. Large adjustments are made by changing the 
air nozzle to one with either a smaller or larger bore. This effectively shifts the velocity adjustment range down or up 
respectively. There are currently 6 color coded nozzle bores available. Fine adjustments are made at the final stage 
regulator by adjusting pressure within the 80-120 PSI operating range. 
 
Velocity and cyclic rate are independently adjustable; however, due to the nature of pneumatic systems the maximum 
potential cyclic rate is related to input pressure. As input pressure is increased, the maximum potential cyclic rate will also 
increase. 
 
 
 
 

Box Mag Control 
 
Normally, the box magazine of the A&K M60 is powered by the main AEG battery and MOSFET. The FCU and included 
MCU (Motor Control Unit) wire harness can be used to activate the box mag motor directly from the FCU. 
 

Installation 
The MCU harness comes equipped with the same connector that A&K uses for their magazine so no modification is 
needed. Simply plug the harness into the MCU header on the FCU and plug the other end into the box magazine. 
 
 

Power Source 
Although it is common to operate the Fusion Engine on a 7.4v / 250mAh lithium polymer battery, due to the additional 
draw of the magazine a battery capacity of 1200mAh or greater is recommended. 
 
The winding speed at which the magazine feeds will be relative to the battery voltage. If FCU settings are adjusted to 
increase the cyclic rate, a higher voltage may be required in order to maintain proper feeding. 
 
Maintenance  
It is recommended that our systems be disassembled, cleaned and lubricated every 30,000 to 50,000 shots. We 
recommend TechT Gun Sav grease for lubrication as it is specifically formulated for High Pressure Air applications. 
Traditional AEG gear grease or any type of oil should not be used. 
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